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88 Electrophoretic mobility of 
charged-neutrall model proteins 

Abstract t 

Att the isoelectric point the electrophoretic mobility of a molecule vanishes. This is 
usuallyy seen as an indicator that the molecule is then uncharged. But, as is well known, 
neutrall  molecules may move under the influence of an electric field. The reason is that 
theirr electric multipole moments are usually nonzero. 

Inn this case, the interaction of the electric diffuse layer with an external electric field 
cann give rise to a non-zero electrophoretic mobility even for neutral macro-particles. 
Theree is experimental evidence that this is indeed the case and theories exist that ac-
countt for the phenomenon in certain limits. However, the complexity of the equation 
governingg electrophoretic mobility rules out analytical solutions for the general case. 

Wee have computed the electrophoretic mobility of spherical colloids with zero elec-
tricc monopole but non-zero higher-order electric multipole moments in an electrolyte. 
Hydrodynamicc interactions are explicitly taken into account. First, we discuss the 
dependencee of the electrophoretic mobility upon the Debye screening length and on 
thee magnitude of the electric quadrupole. Next, we present calculations of the elec-
trophoreticc mobility of a neutral sphere with vanishing quadrupole electric moments. 

8.11 Introduction 

Electrophoresiss is among the more important tools utilized to separate proteins, DNA, 
polyelectrolytes,, and in general macroscopic charged particles [75, 76]. The basic phys-
icall  mechanism that makes it work is simple. If we place a charged particle in an 
electricc field, it wil l move because of the direct electrostatic interaction. In an elec-
trophoreticc device, proteins wil l stop at their isoelectric points (the pH concentration 
wheree the charge of the proteins is zero), and one can discriminates proteins with a 
differentt isoelectric point. However, one faces the problem that many proteins have 
thee same isoelectric point and separating them becomes difficult. There are attempts 
too circumvent this problem adding polyelectrolytes to the proteins, thus changing their 
baree charge [77]. On the other hand, because it is known that the proteins have non 
uniformm charge distributions and irregular shapes, it is believed that unpredicted re-
sponsee to electric fields could arise due to a subtle interplay of the hydrodynamic 
interactionn and the electric double layer (EDL) of the proteins. Unfortunately, be-
causee the governing equations are complex, exact analytical formulae are in general 
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88 Electrophoretic mobility of charged-neutral model proteins 

unavailable.. Classic theories, in fact, describe only uniformly charged spheres, where 
(afterr the pioneering works of Hückel and Smoluchowski) Henry formulas can be used 
([24]]  and references therein). Moreover, it is difficult to find papers regarding the elec-
trokineticc properties of non-uniformly charged spheres or of non spherical particles; 
especiallyy when these non uniformities are of comparable size of the Debye screening 
length.. A notable exception is provided by the work of Anderson [78], who studied 
thee electrophoretic response of a charged sphere due to its quadrupole moment, and, 
inn the context of microfluidics, one finds works were the effect of shape on the electro-
hydrodynamicc properties of particles is studied [69, 68]. 

Inn order to treat these intriguing and experimentally relevant interactions, which 
aree especially important for colloids of asymmetric shapes and asymmetric charge 
distributions,, we developed the lattice-Boltzmann method that I presented in Chap-
terr 5. Using that technique, in this chapter, I can regard a study of the electrophoretic 
responsee of a sphere with non uniform charge distributions. 

8.22 Model system 

Thee system we study is composed of a neutral sphere with charged patches immersed in 
ann electrolyte made of two ionic species and a neutral species. Because of the patches, 
thee surface charge of the sphere, and the electrostatic potential at contact (usually 
referredd to as the £ potential), are not constant and vary with position. Therefore, 
thee microions in solutions feel a local electrostatic potential that will attract or repel 
them.. Important length scales in the system are the radius of the sphere and the 
thicknesss of the EDL (the Debye screening length), determined by the ionic strength 
off  the electrolyte. 

Forr the case of non-uniformly charged particles there is another relevant length 
scale,, which determines whether or not the system wil l react to an external electric 
field.. This length scale is the average size of the patches. When the screening length 
iss much larger than the average patch width, we expect littl e electrophoretic response, 
becausee most microions feel the field due to many patches, and these fields tend to 
cancel.. If, instead, the screening length is smaller than the average patch size, the 
diffusee layer wil l be able to follow the charge variation on the particle and can react 
too an external electric field. 

8.2.11 Electric multipole moments 

Inn this work, we study simple charge configurations with specific low order electric 
multipolee moments. We took a sphere of radius R and cut it by a number of parallel 
planess perpendicular to the sphere radius. In a Cartesian coordinate system with 
originn in the center of the sphere, the equations of these planes are x = x-v with 
—RR < £j < R and i = 1,..., N, where N is the number of planes. With this procedure, 
wee identified N +1 sphere's slices and we attributed to each of them a uniform charge 
densityy p(r) = epj, with r € j t h slice, where e is the elementary charge and pj is a 
numberr density. 
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8.38.3 Electrophoretic mobility of a sphere with an electric dipole. 

Inn terms of the charge density p(r), 

(8.1) ) 

iss the electric monopole moment, 

II  = ƒ P(r)dr 

== / rp(r)di (8.2) ) 

iss the dipole moment, 

QijQij  = f (Sriij - r % ) p{r)dr (8.3) 

iss the quadrupole moment in components and, as the charge distribution is cylindri-
callyy symmetrical 

r>(r)Pn(cos0)d3rr (8.4) 
/ / 

iss the generic multipole of order n, where Pn(cos9) is the Legendre polynomial of order 
nn (see, for example, [79, 80]). Prom its definition [Eq. (8.3)], it follows that the electric 
quadrupolee moment is symmetric (Qij = Qji), and traceless (J2iQu = °)-

Fixingg the electric monopole corresponds to one constraint to the charge distri-
butionss pj. Fixing the dipole, and fixing the quadrupole adds two more constraints. 
Whenn we fix these electrical moments of the sphere, we must ensure to have enough 
degreess of freedom (in our model the degrees of freedom are the x^s and the pj's) to 
satisfyy the constraints. We always imposed charge neutrality, i.e. q = 0. 

8.33 Electrophoretic mobility of a sphere with an 
electricc dipole. 

Wee begin by computing the electrophoretic mobility of a neutral sphere consisting of 
twoo oppositely charged hemispheres with charge q = . Because of the symmetry 
off  this charge distribution, the monopole and the quadrupole moments are both zero. 
Byy construction, the sphere has non zero odd multipole moments. 

Forr symmetry reasons, the electrophoretic mobility of such a sphere should vanish. 
Ass a test to our method, we verify that this is true for any value of the Debye length. 
Inn Figure 8.2 the filled circles represent the electrophoretic mobility of this sphere and 
observee that it, indeed, does have a zero electrophoretic mobility. 

8.44 Electrophoretic mobility of a quadrupole 

Andersonn [78] has shown that for a sphere with na » 1 the electrophoretic mobility 
dependss only the monopole and quadrupole moments of the zeta potential 

v=v=ee--( O I - | P P E »,, (8.5) 
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88 Electrophoretic mobility of charged-neutral model proteins 

butt not upon higher order moments. 
Inn our simulation, we studied the electrophoretic mobility parallel to the symmetry 

axiss of the patched sphere. In other words, we apply an electric field EQO = ZEQO and 
thee x component of the electrophoretic mobility wil l be fix = vx/Eoo. Equation (8.5) 
itt then reads 

M**  = ^ ( c - i P - » ) . (8-6) 

Inn Ref. [78] the moments are computed as integral over the surface of the sphere. 
Becausee we work at low surface charged spheres, we can use the linearized Poisson-
Boltzmannn equation such that the relation between zeta potential and surface charge 
becomess linear (£ = trAp/c). Hence we can rephrase the result of Anderson in terms 
off  the charge multipole moments. To verify this dependence and to compute the 
electrophoreticc mobility for an arbitrary EDL thickness, we performed a series of 
simulationss where the quadrupole moment was non zero. We used three types of 
chargee distributions. 

Thee first one [see Fig. 8.1(a)] is analogous to the one described in the previous 
section,, but the sphere is now divided into two non equal parts by a plane with 
equationn x = £, where 0 < £ < R. Because of this asymmetry, the sphere has a 
nonn zero quadrupole moment Qxx. We varied Qxx by varying £. The total charge 
off  the two parts is gi = —eZ, and q<i = —eZ, however, because the volumes of the 
twoo parts is different, the charge densities of the two sides is different, in other words: 
p(r)) = eZ/Vi for x < £, while p(r) = eZfV2 for x > £, where r is inside the sphere, 
andd V\ and V2 are the volumes of the two parts. For the second charge distribution 
[seee Fig. 8.1(b)] we have used two parallel planes of equations x = — £ and x = £, with 
00 < £ < R. We assigned a positive charge to the two symmetric external slices and a 
negativee charge for the internal slice, i.e we set p(r) = eZ/2Vi for x < — £ or x > £, 
andd p(r) = —eZ/V2 for — £ < x < £. Again Vj. denotes the volumes of the external 
slicess and V2 is the volume of the internal slice. With the third and last configuration 
[seee Fig. 8.1(c)] we broke also the cylindrical symmetry by cutting the sphere in two 
partss with one other plane perpendicular to the planes x = . We assigned a positive 
chargee to the region defined by x < — £, y > 0 and x > £, y < 0, and a negative charge 
too the rest of the sphere. Again we assigned the charges uniformly in the two regions 
suchh to ensure charge neutrality. 

Inn Figure 8.2, we show the electrophoretic mobility as determined in our computer 
simulationn as function of the dimensionless parameter «a. For all these three charge 
distributionss we varied £. We observe that in the limi t KGL — 0, the electrophoretic 
mobilityy tends to zero. This result is consistent with the Hückel [29] result for a 
uniformlyy charged sphere. In this limit , the EDL is so diffuse that it does not affect 
thee motion of the particle; the electrophoretic mobility is, in fact, completely due to the 
directt Coulomb interaction between the charged particle and the external electric field. 
Hence,, for KCL —* 0, the electrophoretic mobility of the patched sphere is essentially 
thatt of a neutral sphere and it vanishes. 

Inn the opposite limit , i.e. when «a — 00, we expect Eq. (8.6) to hold. In Figure 8.2, 
thee curves seems to tend toward a plateau value. Because of the discrete nature 
off  the lattice-Boltzmann model, we cannot study the limi t no, —> 00 directly as we 
shouldd expect discretization errors when K~1 (in lattice units) < 1. Only by going to 
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8.48.4 Electrophoretic mobility of a quadrupole 

(a)) Charge configuration 1 (b) Charge configuration 2 

(c)) Charge configuration 3 (d) Charge configuration with 
quadrupolee zero 

FigureFigure 8.1: Cartoon representation of the charge configurations. The configurations cor-
respondingresponding to the cartoons (a), (b), and (c) have a vanishing charge but non-zero electric 
quadrupolequadrupole moment, while the charge configuration corresponding to (d) have also a van-
ishingishing quadrupole moment (see text for a detailed description of the charge configurations). 
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FigureFigure 8.2: Electrophoretic mobility of a patched, neutral sphere. The filled circles, represent 
thethe electrophoretic mobility of a sphere with non-zero dipole moment, but all the even electric 
momentsmoments null; as expected /J,x = 0 for all values of K,a. The other curves correspond to the 
threethree charge distributions defined in the text for various values of Qxx . We plot the curves 
forfor Charge Configuration 1 with Qxx 5.96 (squares), 14.6 (diamonds), and 23.2 (triangles 
up;up; for Charge Configuration 2 with Qxx 11.7 (triangles left), 18.0 (triangles down), and 
24.6(triangless rigth); Charge Configuration 3 with Qxx 5.96 (plus), 14.7 (exes), and 23.2 
(stars).(stars). Dotted curves are a guide to the eye. 

higherr resolutions (larger sphere radii) we can study larger na values. But this rapidly 
becomess prohibitively expensive. There is another reason to expect a discrepancy with 
thee theoretical values of Eq. (8.6): the periodic boundary condition of a computer 
simulation.. Because of the boundary condition, the actual system we simulates is 
aa periodic cubic array of spheres at the volume fraction ip = V s p^ /L , where Vsph 

iss the volume of the sphere and L the simulation box size. One should do a size 
analysiss by increasing the box size L until the sphere electrophoretic velocity reaches 
ann asymptot ic value. This procedure could in principle be performed but it also 
requiress large computer resources because the velocity of an array of spheres decays 
ass slow as ip1/3 to the velocity of a single sphere. A detailed analysis of the volume 
fractionn dependence of the electrostatic mobility is outside the scope of this chapter. 

I nn Figure 8.3 we show that the electrophoretic mobility depends linearly on the 
quadrupolee for all values of na studied, consistent with Eq. (8.6). The slopes of the 
curvess converge to an asymptotic value for increasinf values of Ka, as predicted by 
Eq.. (8.6). 

Iff  the linear dependence is valid, we can collapse all the curves onto a master curve 
byy dividing them by the electric quadrupole moment Q ^ of the sphere. We show in 
Fig.. 8.4 the outcome for this procedure. The curves mostly superimpose but there are 
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8.58.5 Electrophoretic mobility of a colloid with zero quadrupole 

0.003 3 

0.0022 -
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FigureFigure 8.3: Linear dependence of the electrophoretic mobility on the electric quadrupole mo-
ment.ment. The symbols correspond to the simulation results showed in Fig. 8.2 for na equals to 
0.0011 (circles), 0.1 (squares), 0.2 (diamonds), 0.3 (triandgels up), 0.5 (triangles left), 0.8 
(triangles(triangles down), 1 (triangles right), 2 (plus), 3 (x's), 4 (stars). The dashed lines are linear 
fits. fits. 

stilll  discrepancies left. If the only electric moments responsible for the electrophoretic 
mobilityy were to be the monopole and the quadrupole, the curves should exactly 
superimpose,, especially for high values of na. In the remainder of this chapter, we 
arguee that these differences are due to the effect of higher order electric moment. 

8.55 Electrophoretic mobility of a colloid wi th zero 
quadrupole e 

I nn this section, we show that in our simulations, even a neutral sphere with zero elec-
tri cc quadrupole moment has a finite electrophoretic mobility. If Eq. (8.5) were valid, 
suchh a charge distr ibution should not generate any electrophoretic mobility. Hence, 
thee observed mobility is either due to the fact that we work at finit e KCL or it is due to 
discretizationn errors. 

Too create the charge distribution, we began by at t r ibut ing a uniform charge den-
sityy q(r) = — eZ\ to all the lattice nodes belonging to the sphere. Then, we placed on 
alll  the nodes inside the sphere with x = —x\ or x = x2 a positive charge q(r) = eZ2. 
Z\Z\ and Z2 are fixed by the constraint of charge neutrality. Upon varying the values of 
x iandd x2 we can generate several charge distributions with various electric quadrupole 
moments.. To create a charge distr ibution with zero electric quadrupole moment, we 
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FigureFigure 8.4'- Electrophoretic mobility normalized by the electric quadrupole moment corre-
spondingsponding to the charge distributions of Fig. 8.2. The curves mostly superimpose with only a 
smallsmall discrepancy left at the higher values of Ka. Dotted curves are a guide to the eye. 

linearlyy added two of these charge distributions. Specifically, for a sphere of radius 
aa = 4.2, we made the first charge distribution by fixing x\ = —3, rr2 = 2 and number 
chargee Z\ = Z. The second distribution satisfied xx = —3, x2 = 1, and charge density 
ZyZy = 0.3 x Z {Zi is constrained by the condition of charge neutrality of each of the 
configurationss separately). The hexadecapole electric moment H is then proportional 
too Z. In Figure 8.1(d) we show a cartoon of the charge configuration obtained with 
suchh a procedure. 

Inn Fig. 8.5 we show the electrophoretic mobility of such a sphere with a hexade-
capolarr charge distribution. The figure shows that even a sphere with vanishingly 
quadrupolee moment appears to have a non-zero electrophoretic mobility. The figure 
suggestss that the electrophoretic mobility levels off at higher values of na than for 
quadrupoles. . 

Thiss slow saturation may be due to the fact that the size of the charged patches in 
ourr hexadecapolar particles are quite small [0(1) lattice spacings]. We expect asymp-
toticc behavior only if na ^> 1 and K<5 > 1, where 5 is the smallest dimension of the 
patch. . 

Wee are now faced with a problem. In the limit na —> oo, the Anderson calculations 
predictt a vanishing electrophoretic mobility. If we assume this to be the case, we are 
facedd with the question why our data do not seem to approach this limit . One pos-
siblee answer is that at much larger na values than we can probe, the electrophoretic 
mobilityy goes down again. Another possibility is that, precisely at large na values, 
ourr result are sensitive to the lattice discretization. We stress that Anderson's result 
appliess to a sphere. To reproduce it we would have to consider the limi t S/c >̂ 1, 
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8.58.5 Electrophoretic mobility of a colloid with zero quadrupole 
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FigureFigure 8.5: Electrophoretic mobility of a charged neutral sphere with zero electric quadrupole 
moment.moment. The electrophoretic mobility is entirely due to the electric even multipoles of order 

herher than the quadrupole. The dotted curve is a guide to the eye. 

M > 11 where d/c is the patch size in lattice units. 
Inn order to obtain an indication on this limit , we performed one more simulation 

doublingg the sphere radius while leaving the box sized unchanged to save computer 
time.. The new computer simulation will then suffer a large volume fraction depen-
dencee (for neutral sphere, the decay to the dilute limi t is of order </?1/3). Because 
thee discretization of the sphere is now slightly different, we have to change the charge 
distributionss as well. In this larger sphere, the stripes contains two lattice nodes, thus 
wee have xi = - 6, - 5, x2 = 3, 4, and Z\ = Z, while x\ = - 6, - 5, x'2 = 1, 2, and 
Z[Z[  = 0.4256 x Z. 

Inn Figure 8.6 we compare the electrophoretic mobility of the two spheres. We 
observee that the electrophoretic mobility is smaller in the case of a better lattice res-
olution.. Thus it seems that the electrophoretic mobility decreases with increasing 
spheree resolution. This observation suggests that the electrophoretic mobility, which 
wee measure for a neutral sphere with vanishing quadrupole electric moment, is due to 
thee approximate representation of a sphere on a lattice. 

Too show the effect of the sphere with hexadecapolar charge distribution on the 
electrolyte,, in Figures 8.7 and 8.8 we show the flow pattern surrounding this sphere 
inn an electric field for two width of the electric double layer. In Figure 8.7, the Debye 
screeningg length is XD ~ 10 lattice units (na ~ 1), for which the charge distribution 
densitiess will not follow the abrupt variation of the surface charge. Hence, upon ap-
plyingg an electric field, only a small flow is generated. 

Inn Figure 8.8, instead XD ~ 1 («a ~ 8) such that the microion charge distribu-
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FigureFigure 8.6: Effect of the increase in the lattice resolution on the electrophoretic mobility of a 
chargedcharged neutral sphere with zero electric quadrupole moment. We compare a sphere of radius 
aa = 4.2 l.u. (circles) with a sphere of radius a = 8.4 l.u. (squares). The electrophoretic 
mobilitymobility levels off while increasing the lattice resolution. With the second sphere, at for an 
equalequal value of the Debye screening length we obtain a dimensionless na twice as large. Dotted 
curvescurves are a guide to the eye. 

t ionn density wil l follow the surface charge variation up to around one lattice spacings. 
Hence,, upon applying an electric field, oppositely charged microions wil l feel an elec-
t rostat icc force oppositely directed. The end result is the formation of vortices near 
thee sphere. In the limi t of an infinitesimally th in double layer, because the Anderson's 
theoryy predicts a vanishing electrophoretic mobility, all these vortices must cancel out. 

Conclusions s 

I nn this chapter, I showed how the electrophoretic mobility (EM) of a neutral sphere, 
att finit e volume fraction, depends on the electric multiple moments and on the Debye 
screeningg length. First, I presented the EM of a neutral sphere with different electric 
quadrupolee moments. I then showed that at every value of na the EM depends linearly 
onn the electric quadrupole moment. I then showed the results for the EM of a neutral 
spheree wi th a vanishing quadrupole moment. We observed a non vanishing EM at 
intermediatee values of Ka. Because this results seemed in contrast with Anderson's 
analyticall  result, we increased the size of the particle for studying the dependence of 
thee EM of spheres with hexadecapolar charge distr ibution on the particle size and for 
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FigureFigure 8.7: Flow profile surrounding a neutral sphere with a non vanishing hexadecapole 
electricelectric moment and vanishing lower order electric moment. The sphere has radius a = 8.4 
andand Ka = 0.8. The width of the double layer is too large to follow the charge distribution on 
thethe sphere and we observe an almost symmetric flow pattern. The vortices are due to the 
hydrodynamichydrodynamic interaction of the sphere with its periodic images. The magnitude of the flow 
velocityvelocity is in arbitrary units. 

beingg able to reach a higher values of Ka. The result for the larger sphere indicates 
thatt the measured EM mobility may depend on the non perfect lattice representation 
off  spheres. Nonetheless, we showwed that the Anderson result is strictly valid only for 
perfectt spheres, which are rarely present in biology. Hence, in order to fully understand 
electrophoresiss experiments on biologically relevant particles, one need to analyze in 
detaill  the coupling of non-uniform surface charges with the hydrodynamic interaction 
off  non spherical particles. However, for time reasons, we did not have the opportunity 
too tackle these interesting and relevant systems. 
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FigureFigure 8.8: Flow profile surrounding a neutral sphere with vanishing electric quadrupole mo-
mentment but a non vanishing hexadecapole electric moment. The sphere has radius a = 8.4 and 
thethe electric double layer with is given by na = 8. The width of the double layer is thin and 
itit  follow the charge distribution on the sphere. We observe the formation of vortices in cor-
respondencerespondence with the charge distribution variation. The flow pattern develop a non trivial 
pattern.pattern. The magnitude of the flow velocity is in arbitrary units (the multiplying factor is the 
samesame as in Fig. 8.7). 
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